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Abstract 

This paper comiders helicopter or its unit 
and operational systems hit probability as a 
principal index. 

The optimal model of the helicopter is 
a geometric figure, which consists of par
allelepipeds circumscribing a helicopter and 
its components outline on a taken scale. 

Such a geometric model of the helicopter 
implies obeying some rules and restrictions, 
which are pres.,nted in the paper. 

The helicopter and its sections are pre
sented by means of geometric models, the 
components nomenclature being taken ac
cordingly their real distribution along the 
fuselage profile, and considering even vul
nerability of the components symmetrically 
arranged about the main axes. 

A geometric model of the components ar
rangement in a section is considered as ap
plied to three principal design options. 

Results of e:>timation of helicopters ob
tained by meam; of modelling have 
proved a satisfactory convergence with the 
real vulnerability of the helicopters, which 
took part in the combats in Afghanistan. 

General propositions 

Spare parts accumulation is based on esti
mation of the demand proceed from the as
sumption, that helicopters will get damages 
both operational and caused by hitting in 
combats, and their systems will fail under 
various reasons (reliability, environmental, 

or the human factor). 
Let's assume that any damage to a he

licopter component entails the necessity to 
replace it. Thus a component vulnerability 
can be determined as a probability of the 
damage: 

Pdam = f ( Sv het, Sv'omp, r, ry., Ph it) 

Sv he/, Sv comp are the vulnerable areas of 
the helicopter and its component accordingly; 

r is a parameter of the components spac
ing; 

ry, is a screening parameter of the heli
copter components; 

P,.,, is the hit probability. 
The vulnerable areas Sv he/, Sv comp are de

termined as the coordinates of the object 
outline in the rectangular coordinate system. 
These both values depend a great deal on 
the targit position relatively the firing unit, 
the helicopter components arrangement, and 
their number. This dependency is more char
acteristic for the components rather than the 
helicopter, as a change in the fire angle cause 
a change in their arrangement, i.e. the screen
ing effect. The layout of every specific type 
of helicopter determines the screening effect. 

This complicates estimation of helicopter 
vulnerability since a great number of compo
nents must be considered and the initial data 
must be proceed & prepared for acceptance. 

The way out is in development of analyt
ical methods estimating vulnerability of the 
helicopter components. 

This paper considers but the concept of 
the method proposed &.nd some importo.nt. 
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results the autbors have obta.lned at inves
tigation into th.-, helicopters combat surviv
ability due to the limited volume. 

Geometrical model of the helicopter 

There are different formalizations of the air
craft structure, such as a cylinder, a cone, 
or a combination of them both etc. Par
allelepipeds outlining the helicopter and its 
components on a selected scale was found 
the best geometric model represented in the 
plane perpendicular to the firing direction. 
This model features in the following advan
tages: 

• simplicity and low labouriousness; 

• symmetrical representation of both the 
helicopter and its components; 

• a possibility to study the components 
vulnerability with regard to their ar
rangement along the main axes of in
ertia (X, Y, Z); 

• fast preparation and input of the data 
compared with the other methods. 

However development of the helicopter 
geometric model in this case implies some 
requirements and limitations to be observed: 

• the linear dimensions of the model (len
gth, height, width) must be equal to 
the real dimensions of the helicopter 
on the scale convenient for the coordi
nates reading; 

e the components and systems of the air
frame are represented by parallelepi
peds not exceeding the linear dimen
sions of the real helicopter; 

• compact components of a system con
sisting of ~;everal units, such as the in
strument panels, computer and navi
gation complexes etc. are represented 
by a sing!•; parallelepiped not exceed
ing the rea.! dimensions of the airframe; 

• extt.a'1Htl COll.L!)<JlJ.enL:::; (the lcu:tding gear:s, 

the main and tail rotors, wings etc.) 
are represented by the parallelepipeds 
joined to the airframe model in places 
of their real joint; 

• the coordinate plane projection of the 
helicopter is to be plotted subject to 
the firing direction, the aiming point 
being in the helicopter center of grav
ity. 

A large spectrum of possible firing di
rections must be taken into account, that 
causes a considerable increase in the labori
ousness. However in some cases a number of 
aspects can be neglected due to the following 
reasons: 

at a single target firing there is a so-called 
"fire-starting point", which is determined by 
the target range and the ammunition prop
erties. It is obvious that every range cor
responds to its value of the vulnerable area 
subject to the gun distance. 

The geometric modelling enabled us to 
establish the symmetry of the aircraft vul
nerable area distribution law within all fir
ing ranges, and thus to reduce the number 
of the aspects under consideration to 3 or 
4 ones. However considering the more com
plicated helicopter configuration (compared 
with the airplanes) 4 or even 5 aspects seem 
necessary to be analysed. 

Geometrical model of the helicopter 
compartment 

The vulnerable zones are represented as 
parallelepipeds, giving a formalized idea of 
the helicopter compartment geometry model. 

The system units and equipment are fur
ther considered the components arranged wi
thin a compartment. 

Let's reduce modelling of the hitting force 
on a helicopter or its compartments to defi
nition of the burst hitting points in the pro
jection of a helicopter, and in every vulner
able zone chosen in the projection. The hit
ting low G1m corresponds to each zone (com
partment) to be damaged due to any men-
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ti011ed l'e0.80fL. The low JeLenni11tti Lhe de
pendency betwt<Jn the probability of a fatal 
damage and a number of the bullets hitted 
the zone (compartment). The necessary and 
sufficient number of the bullets hit ted to de
stroy a n-th zone (compartment) can be de
termined by natural firing. 

Helicopter vulnerability caused by there
mote ammunitions is characterized by the 
explosion effects, such as the fragmentation 
field and the shock wave. 

The following critical characteristics desc
ribe the fragmentation field vulnerable effect 
to destroy a compartment: 

• specific critical energy of the fragments 
hltted the cornparimer.lL; 

• the compartment surface critical area 
covered with the fragmentation field; 

• the full critical energy of the bitted 
fragments; 

To estimate the penetrating effect of a 
fragment, its sid.es are characterized by the 
duralumin equivalent h9 • 

Helicopter vulnerability caused by the sh
ock wave effect is described by the specific 
critical impulse (i.e. the impulse on the area 
unit) under which at least one side of the 
compartment is destroyed. 

The fragment effect characteristics are 
determined in the static tests. The frag
ments scattering is simulated for every posi
tion of the ammunitions at the moment of an 
explosion, the number of hits in every side 
being determined. 

Vulnerability characteristics are to be es
timated for various positions of the ammu
nitions about the helicopter at the moment 
of an explosion. The parameters to vary 
at the simulation are the approaching angle 
and the mean square deviation of the missed 
fragment. 

Uneven arrangement of the components 
along the fusela,~e is a typical feature of air
craft. To estimate influence this property 
exerts upon the aircraft vulnerability (upon 

Je1uaud fur Lhe spare parL::; as well) the de
veloped geometric models of both the heli
copter and its components are used. The 
components nomenclature is chosen with re
gard to their real arrangement along the fuse
lage cross-sections and equal vulnerability 
of the components arranged symmetrically 
about the main axes. 

Figure 2 shows the dependency between 
the component hit probability and the firing 
range obtained in experiments with a model. 
Obviously, an increase in the firing range en
tails a 50% reduction of the hit probability. 
At the same time the absolute value of the 
reduction does not exceed 3%. The compo
nents c.o.g. spacing results in a considerable 
decrease in the hit probability. If OX axis 
projection of the distance between a compo
nent and the aiming point is taken the range 
unit, then the medium Phit value calculated 
for all areas open to attack gets over 5 times 
reduced. 

lnfuence of the components arrange
ment on their vulnerability 

A component hit probability increases pro
portionally the vulnerable area proceed from 
the geometry interpretation of probability. 
However this dependency is typical for the 
compartments with a rather small number of 
components. At a high component density 
within the compartment the Sv comp value con
siderably depends on the component arrange
ment as well. It has been proved that a 
change in the fire angle entails both a cor
responding change in the value of the area 
open to attack and the screening effect, i.e. 
overlapping of the projections of the com
ponents placed in consequent order. Heli
copters feature in uneven density of the com
partments. Ergonomics requirements resulted 
in placing the components along the same 
vertical & horizontal axes of the fuselage (by 
means of special shelves, mounting brackets 
etc.) 

The components arranged in the same 
vertical plane form a so-called layer. Every 
layer screens the previous one. The number 
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of the la.yel'S differs, though usuet.lly dues uot 
exceed three on•"s along the fuselage side. 

Figure 3 shows the geometric model of 
three principal design options. 

Option 1. The components placed in 
the vertical and horizontal planes have equal 
linear dimensions. 

In terms of the vulnerable areas this op
tion implies, that 

S comp _ S comp _ S comp _ S comp 
vl - v:l - v3 - v4 

Due to the rigid mounting of the components 
within a compartment this is independent on 
the fire angle. The vulnerable areas ratio is 
also constant at unequal linear dimensions. 

A chane'e in the fre ~.n!!l<e corr<esnonds 
~ ~ . 

to a fixed open-Bcreened area ratio, only the 
first layer featuring in a considerable reduc
tion of the screened area at an increase in 
the fire angle. 

K,; is a coefficient characterizing the scre
ening effect ( th~ screened area S,/omp is a 
part of all vulnerable area Svicomp arranged 
in the i-th plane at a change in the fire an
gle). 

Results obtained at modelling have pro
ved that the first layer components are most 
open to attack (they are the closest ones to 
the skin). K ,; falls over three times at the 
fire angle change within the range of ~1r+ g1r. 

Geometric modelling and calculations ha
ve proved that the number of components in 
a compartment does not influence K,; value 
at a fixed arrangement. At the same time 
K,. differs but little for the second and the 
third layers at the same fire angles, the scre
ened area being 35% and 25% accordingly. 

Option 2. The components of the sec
ond layer have less linear dimensions com
pared with the components arranged in the 
first and the third ones. This option is char
acterized by significant screened areas of the 
thirr1layer components (they exceed the scre
ened areas of the first option by a factor 
of nearly 1.5), and the more the vulnerable 
area scale, the more the screened area in the 
third layer. 

A reduction of the area open to attack 
ran be obt.ained by deo·easing the linea.r di-

l!"!t:aJ.:;iuns uf Lhe :;ecuuJ. layer CUIIlponenLs. 

Hence a decrease in the dimensions along an 
axis causes an approaching of the third layer 
components to the first layer ones. At cer
tain dimensions of the second layer vulner
able areas the components of the first layer 
create the screening effect. Thus the screen
ing effect depends on both the vulnerable 
areas ratio and the arrangement of the com
ponents in a compartment (their spacing). 

A change in the screening coefficient en
tailed by the fire angle varying shows that 
the component screened area exceeds 40% 
for this option as well. 

Option 3. The components of the sec
ond layer have more linear dimensions com
pared with the ones of the first and the sec
ond layers, i.e. 

S comp _ S comp _ S comp, S comp > S com1) 
v1 - v2 - v4 , v3 v2 

Two features characterize this option. Fir
stly, steady values of K,; coefficient in terms 
of various component arrangement. Secondly, 
the screening effect depends on a change in 
the components placing inside the compart
ments. 

Investigations into the helicopter geomet
rical models have revealed that in certain 
cases an increase in the components spac
ing inside a compartment gives 3 ... 10 times 
reduction of]{,; coefficient, the OY -axis dis
placement exerting the most influence. In 
fact, the OY-axis displacements cause the 
loss of the screening effect. 

K,; values vary within a rather wide range 
of 0.2 ... 0.45. Thus a proper arrangement of 
the components in a compartment entails a 
considerable reduction of their vulnerability. 

Steadiness of the K,; values proves the 
above-mentioned assumption that the num
ber of the placed components is limited for 
aircraft of any type. Besides, K,; coeffi
cient simplifies calculation of the required 
spare parts, for it allows to substitute so
phisticated simulation models for the simple 
analytical dependences with regard to the 
real arrangement of the components inside 
an aircraft. 
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~1athen1aticaln~lodel reliability 

In order to estimate the reliability & accu
racy of the developed math model the au
thors have analysed extensive statistical data 
they obtained in Afghanistan, where the Mi-
8 and Mi-24 helicopters had been widely used 
in combats [1 J. 

These data themselves as well as their 
comparison with various available math mod
els of helicoptere. combat and operational sur
vivability are of interest. This papers con
siders but most principal results of the de
veloped model appraisal (fig. 4,5). 

Fig.4 shows the subdivision of Mi-24 heli
copter fuselage into the sectons open to dam
age. The statistical polygon of distributio11 
of the section damage relative rate (damage 
caused by the mojakheds' guns) match the 
corresponding results of modelling. 

The validation of the data presented in 
fig. 4 as well as of the other data is based on 
the least square smoothed estimation of the 
confidence & tolerance domain of existence. 
The results correspond to the ones obtained 
from practice with a guarantee probability 
of 0.95, which is indicative of a rather high 
accuracy of the modelling. 

Finally fig. 5 illustrates comparison of 
the theretical and experimental data the mod· 
elling aims at, i.e. estimation of demand for 
the spare parts and units necessary for the 
operational repair of the helicopters hit in 
combats. One can easily see that the cal
culated polygon:> agree well with the experi
mental ones, though differ considerably from 
the aprioristic planned data, i.e. from the 
number of spare parts and units supplied by 
the manufacturers as so-called group sets of 
spare parts. 

Thus this method allows to predict pre
cisely the listed products and their quantity 
to repair damaged helicopters with regard to 
the expected combats they are planned to be 
used in. 

The dumps are enabled to avoid over
stocking on the one hand, and the helicopters 
will not stand idle due to the lack of spare 
parts on the other hand. Thus the proposed 

. - l 1 ... 1 1, . 1 . . ' • - • - • _,.. '1 1 ' 1 
lut~.>uuu Htll'ti ~.>o anpruve :::ugruncaHt.ly ool..n 

the combat and economical effectiveness of 
the helicopters in the armed conflicts. 
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